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THE CRAFT SETTINGS IN KAINUA-MARZABOTTO:  
PLACES AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL ISSUES

The study of the Etruscan city of Marzabotto, the ancient Kainua, re-
quires some reflections on the production and craft component which played 
such a large role in the history of this centre (Sassatelli 1989, 53-74; Nijboer 
1998, 119-129, 196-202; Govi 2007, 30-44; Morpurgo in press).

In fact, excavations have brought to light a well-developed production 
structure over time which, especially for the Etruscan world, makes Marza-
botto an undoubtedly privileged, paradigmatic context for the study of this 
particular aspect (Fig. 1).

Thanks to contributions from the most recent investigations, together 
with the revision of older excavation data, this theme has in recent years 
benefit ted from a series of updated reflections which, often with the support 
of a multidisciplinary approach, now allow us to tackle the topic from a 
totally renewed perspective.

The quality and variety of the data collected permits analyses from 
multiple points of view which individually only partly face the complexity of 
the issue, dense as it is in implications not only on an architectural and urban 
planning level, but also on social, economic and political-institutional levels. 

The following reflections will therefore be dedicated on the one hand to 
presenting the dynamics controlling the relationship between the craftwork 
component and the topography of the city, and on the other hand, in greater 
detail, to examining some aspects related to the characteristics of the spaces 
involved in these activities, the relevant structures, the production cycle and 
the materials produced by such processes.

1. Craft production between physical space and urban order

The evidence currently available to us, as is often the case, is exclusively 
related to pottery and metallurgical production (Fig. 1).

Limiting ourselves therefore to “merely” these two production sectors, the 
documentation available allows us firstly to observe the existence of a precisely 
graded nature in the structuring of the installations. In fact, next to small-scale 
domestic furnaces, aimed at satisfying the needs of a family or at most a limited 
group of people, the investigations have revealed the presence of contexts whose 
characteristics, complexity and internal articulation could refer to production of 
a commercial nature, aimed at the local population, but perhaps also for export. 

Clear evidence comes, for example, from the metallurgical workshop 
brought to light in Regio V, insula 5 (Locatelli 2005; Malnati, Locatelli 
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Fig. 1 – The evidence of pottery and metallurgical production in 
the Etruscan city.

2006), or the “Great Furnace” for the production of pottery and bricks lo-
cated in Regio II, 1 (Saronio 1965), traditionally considered workshops of 
a public character, but whose original nature, as we shall see in the light of 
new acquisitions, may now be further specified. 

Undoubtedly the most significant contribution to this topic comes from 
the recent excavations carried out by the Chair of Etruscology at the University 
of Bologna in House 1 of Regio IV, 2 (Govi, Sassatelli 2010). These have 
brought to light a building complex whose life appears to have been marked 
by a series of large-scale structural modifications which indicate the progres-
sive change from a residential area to one with an increasingly more marked 
manufacturing vocation, as revealed by the presence of numerous furnaces 
and provisions for pottery production (Pozzi 2010), but also by some tech-
nological indicators in the field of metallurgy (Chiarantini et al. 2010), with 
a complexity that has no comparison elsewhere within the city (Figs. 2-3).
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Fig. 2 – Furnaces (red) and provisions for pottery production 
(light blue) in House 1.

Fig. 3 – Virtual reconstruction of the city.
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The knowledge of such a context has thus led to some important con-
siderations which, particularly in the absence of real comparisons within the 
Etruscan world, suggest an alignment between Marzabotto and what has 
been noted in Greece and Great-Greece, thanks to more recent studies on the 
relationship between cities and craftwork, confirming the high level of shared 
experience between these cultural fields from the 6th century BCE (Govi 2014).

The relationship between residence and workshop must have certainly 
been more complex than earlier studies realised (Sanidas 2013, 213-218). 
In fact, what has come to light allows us to reconsider the accepted idea that 
there was a strict contraposition between simple domestic buildings and large-
scale structures of a public nature, emphasizing the important role played 
by extensive structures in which residential functions were combined with 
large-scale productive activities, according to a previously recognised model, 
e.g. Athens (Tsakirgis 2005) and Olynthus (Cahill 2005).

The presence of a residential component cannot be excluded even within 
those workshops, already noted, which were considered to have had an ex-
clusively public function. These are in fact contexts not only investigated in a 
partial manner, but which, together with a notable quantity of technological 
indicators, also revealed materials usually associated with residential contexts.

Even if the frequent lack of chronological indicators limits analysis, 
another issue which recent studies have raised is how this interference between 
production and residential vocations, a good description of the city’s highly de-
veloped craft panorama, was extremely dynamic over the course of time (Govi 
2016; Morpurgo in press). The results from the excavations in House 1,  
supported by comparisons with other evidence in the city, have in fact shown 
how the buildings were subject over time to major modifications, often 
specifically due to the requirements of increased productivity. Of particular 
interest in this regard are also the data coming from House 5 of Regio IV, 1,  
where some large-scale changes, realistically datable to the second half of 
the 5th century BCE, show the conversion of the complex into an area with 
a workshop function of a prevalently metallurgical nature, perhaps closely 
dependent on the adjacent living unit (Gaucci 2016).

The carrying out of different activities within a single context, as re-
vealed once again by the excavations in House 1, but also perhaps in other 
sectors, is another absolutely characteristic feature, again with comparisons in 
Greece and Great-Greece (e.g. Athens, Eretria), where evidence suggests that 
workshops were rarely dedicated to one exclusive manufacture (Esposito, 
Sanidas 2012; Huguenot 2012, with further references at note 44).

Moreover, the case of Marzabotto, certainly the most significant in the 
Etruscan world, is well-suited to investigating how craft activities were part 
of the urban fabric, favouring the detection of possible connections and 
location tendencies.
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An overview reveals a notably wide, capillary distribution of these estab-
lishments in all the main sectors of the city so far examined, certainly favoured 
by the presence of a water table throughout the plateau which guaranteed 
an easy supply of water.

This circumstance, in the past considered a peculiarity of Marzabotto 
and a primary reason for its accentuated manufacturing vocation, actually 
seems to have wider confirmation in the Greek world yet again, where more 
recent approaches to urban planning suggest reconsidering the concepts, often 
misapplied, of working quarters, zoning and marginalization of production 
activities (Esposito, Sanidas 2012; Sanidas 2013, 233-234). 

If the analysis of spatial dynamics takes into consideration the graduality 
of the structures brought to light, what clearly emerges is a systematic placing 
of the largest workshops in pre-eminent points of the urban space and in par-
ticular near the main road axes, following a commercial logic which suggests 
a consideration of the probable connection between the sites of production 
and those aimed at the sale of the products.

A strong element conditioning the location of those establishments capa-
ble of great productive dynamism must have been the sacred areas, on the basis 
of a relationship between religion and production, already noted in Padanian 
and Tyrrhenian Etruria (Sassatelli 1985) and which, thanks to recent studies 
(Di Giuseppe 2012, 2016; Gli artigiani e la città in press; Espaces sacrés in 
press), appears more and more to be a recurrent, widespread phenomenon.

The discovery of the great civic sanctuary in the northern sector (Govi 
2017), once seen as merely a peripheral area and now considered a nerve 
centre of the city, leads us to consider that such a sanctuary must have played 
a highly active role in the structuring and progressive expansion of the pro-
duction establishments (Fig. 3). 

Emblematic evidence in this regard is the “Great Furnace” in Regio II, 1  
(Figs. 4-5). As previously stated, it was for a long time considered a workshop 
aimed at satisfying the great request for pottery and bricks in the city. More 
recently, however, its functions are thought to have been linked to the require-
ments of the adjacent sanctuary (Sassatelli 2011). The evidence for this is 
not only the obvious topographical proximity, but above all the discovery 
among the excavated material of a series of objects which are fully justified if 
interpreted precisely in relation to the adjacent temples. Of particular impor-
tance in this regard is a pair of moulds used to manufacture votive heads and 
an inscription written into the unfired clay of a vase which, very coherently, 
bears the theonym tin[- - -]. 

This complex is therefore a workshop which was not only responsible 
for the building and successive restoration of the monumental constructions, 
but was also dedicated to the production, firing and probably also the sale of 
products functional to the sacred areas.
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Finally, it has been proposed to recognise how this proximity to religious 
buildings and the projection on plateia B, which must now be ranked as a 
genuine via sacra, might justify the progressive manufacturing transformation 
discovered in House 1, aimed at the production of objects intended, even if 
not solely, for regular visitors to the sanctuary (Fig. 3) (Govi 2016) 

G.M.

2. The workshops for the production of pottery: architectural 
reconstruction of the walls and building materials 

Since 1988, researchers from the Department of History and Culture at 
the University of Bologna have analysed in detail pottery production in the 
archaeological remains of the several craft workshops in Marzabotto (Mor-
purgo in press). Among the numerous furnaces, the “Great Furnace” in the 
Regio II, 1 and the craft system of House 1 have been studied in depth (Ossani 
2003-2004; Pozzi 2004-2005; Govi, Sassatelli 2010). The archaeological 
records have been examined in their entirety in order to reconstruct all the 
aspects of the life cycle of an ancient house-workshop. This research has 
been able to determine the plan of the building, its architectural structure, its 
location and the typology of the craft installations. In addition, pottery and 
other objects found in the archaeological layers are thought to be products of 
the workshop itself or items used by people working or living in the building. 

Excavations in the “Great Furnace” were carried out during the 1960s 
by P. Saronio and concerned only a part of the ancient plan (Saronio 1965) 
(Fig. 4). As the research on the field was not conducted as a stratigraphic ex-
cavation and the study of the archaeological records has only been completed 
recently, the proposed reconstruction hypotheses of the ancient features of the 
workshop and of the kilns, although probable, do not lead to an exhaustive 
knowledge of the architecture of the building (Fig. 5). 

In contrast, the considerable importance of House 1 depends on recent 
excavations, followed by an immediate analysis of the archaeological records, 
along with painstaking observations of all the signs and features useful to the 
architectural reconstruction of the ancient walls, the roof, indoor areas and 
courtyards as well as the building materials used (Govi 2010a, 2010b) (Fig. 
6). This attention to detail is fundamental for the restitution of non-preserved 
archaeological structures, so the House 1 remains have been extremely rele-
vant for the conclusions reached. Their significance derives from the evidence 
obtained which can be used in order to propose a correct reconstruction of 
the ancient features of the house-workshop. We are thinking in particular of 
the relationships between the walls, the position of the stake holes and the 
width and depth of the foundation structures. Moreover, an evaluation of 
the different kinds of terracotta elements discovered in the ground layers and 
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Fig. 4 – The archaeological remains of the “Great Furnace”.

Fig. 5 – The first virtual reconstruction of the “Great Furnace” in 2000 (after Sas-
satelli, Taglioni 2000).
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Fig. 6 – Position of the stake holes in House 1.

the position where an angular tile fragment was found, helps us understand 
where the compluvium was located. The knowledge of a notable quantity of 
building materials is a very rare occurrence in Etruscan archaeology. 

Thanks to the integrated analysis of all these aspects, it has been possible 
to reconstruct the original features of the house-workshop House 1 (Govi 
2010a, 2010b; Govi in this volume, Fig. 5). The house underwent some radical 
modifications during the time of its activity, from the end of the 6th to the 
middle of the 4th century BCE. Probably most of them were the consequence 
of the life cycle of each kiln, whereby the creation or dismantling of an instal-
lation must have determined the general reorganization of the area in which 
it had been built. Therefore, it can be presumed that new constructions or, 
more frequently, the demolition of parts of the buildings, of which House 1 
consisted, are the result of the changes in the working activities in the house. 
All the kilns were built outdoors, in the courtyards of the house. The exact 
location of each workshop was selected so that the structure could be protected 
by the walls of buildings still in use or by those of dismantled rooms (Pozzi 
2010, 280), which were not completely destroyed for this reason. 
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The greatest revelation of House 1 consists in the real possibility to 
reconstruct the whole productive process of ceramic items from clay to their 
final utility, for example, items that could be used for storage or everyday 
use such as vases along with bricks and tiles used to make walls or roofs or 
even in the construction of the kilns themselves. There were tanks for the 
provision of the water, basins made of tiles for the refinement of clay, a porch 
for drying vases before firing and in addition large holes in the ground have 
been discovered in the southern area of the workshop (Fig. 2). During the 
dismantling of the various out-houses over the years, many building materials 
were thrown into these holes.

This is an extremely rare case in the archaeology of pre-Roman Italy 
and unique in the Etruscan world in the 5th century BCE. This outstanding 
discovery has permitted the conservation of a class of materials, namely 
mud bricks, that are normally lost because of their perishability. Besides 
the preservation of the bricks, which we know belonged to the walls of the 
building of this house and more generally to the architectural structure of the 
whole town of Marzabotto as well, many fragments of tiles have been discov-
ered. As a result, it is possible to state that the bricks and tiles from House 1 
have finally given a definitive answer to the longstanding question about the 
architectural materials and features of the Etruscan city of Marzabotto (Govi 
2010b; Pizzirani, Pozzi 2010). This offers an important contribution to the 
knowledge of Etruscan architecture in the 5th century BCE, which represents 
frontier research as regards building materials, which are rarely preserved. 

The measurements of the House 1 bricks (about 30×20 cm) are essentially 
standard and fit perfectly with the most common width of the building founda-
tions in Marzabotto. According to Vitruvius (De arch. II 8, 17-18), foundations 
as large as those which were built in Marzabotto, with walls made of mud 
bricks, were able to support a two-storey building. The dimensions of the stone 
foundations for the mud brick walls were 60 cm so they could be constructed 
either with three bricks fixed closely together lengthways, or two aligned bricks 
placed sideways on (Pizzirani, Pozzi 2010, 305). It may be presumed that 
the two building techniques were associated and alternated in the wall texture, 
in order to improve the static behaviour of the structures (Pizzirani in press). 

The tiles from House 1 are extremely relevant as well. The study of 
the finds from the archaeological layers of this house-workshop has led to 
the recognition of a precise size of tile, which probably was used all across 
the town (Pizzirani, Pozzi 2010). This tile format was surely used for the 
construction of the house roofs and for the roof of the Temple of Uni, only 
recently discovered. Finds in the cistern near the more recent Temple of 
Tinia belong to a larger format of tile, that can be assumed to represent an 
improvement in building techniques, commensurate with a temple which 
dominates the whole city. 
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It can be said in conclusion, that the archaeological records of Marzabot-
to, and especially House 1, offer the most complete documentation on building 
materials used in the 5th century BCE. Thanks to House 1, we know where 
and how building materials were produced and which purpose they served 
either to make kilns, houses, or temples. The discoveries in the workshop in 
House 1 make it possible to reconstruct not only the ancient structures, in a 
very precise way, but also a whole process: the one that generated an entire 
city from clay and firing, since the bricks and tiles produced by the furnaces 
in Marzabotto brought the city to life, following a similar pattern to that of 
the Foundation Rite 

C.P.

3. Craftwork production: the archaeometric perspective

The city of Kainua, due to its great productive dynamism and notable 
manufacturing vocation, offers an extraordinary, privileged overall picture 
for analysing the phenomenon of pottery and metallurgical production in all 
its aspects (Morpurgo in press) (Fig. 1). We are in fact able to evaluate this 
phenomenon from beginning to end, having the precise places and structures 
of production, strategically placed within the urban fabric. The study of these 
contexts offers us a well-developed framework of the final destination of the 
products as can be deduced from, for example, the “Great Furnace” which 
based its production on the specific requirements of the adjacent sanctuary. 
We are therefore aware that the craft workers had a precise intention in dif-
ferentiating their production according to the contexts (residential, sanctuary 
and funeral functions).

Such a complex phenomenon has therefore been analysed according to 
a scale ranging from the individual excavation context, namely the House 1, 
Regio IV, 2 (Govi, Sassatelli 2010), to the entire city and from the city to 
the entire surrounding territory. 

Starting therefore with the productive aspect, the archaeometric analyses 
of ceramic crockery have principally been carried out on the etrusco-padana 
ware, which is commonly found in Marzabotto and in all of the Po Valley 
Etruria (Morandi et al. 1996, 341-350; 1997, 40-45). This production is 
subdivided into four classes on the basis of their clay: fine pottery, grezza, 
bucchero and grey clay (Fig. 7).

The mineralogical and chemical analyses and their statistical elaboration 
(cluster analysis) have confirmed the local production of these etrusco-pada-
na ceramics, since all the samples have the same compositional matrix. The 
differentiation of the four classes therefore came about only at the moment 
of actual creation of the vase, through the use of different techniques. Further 
studies are required to understand the technical and technological processes 
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Fig. 7 – “Etrusco-padana” productions: fine pottery, bucchero and 
gray clay.

involved in the crockery production using bucchero and grey clay, separating 
them by complexity of creation compared to the other ceramic classes (Nan-
netti et al. 2010, 421-437).

As regards the methodology, linking the archaeometric contribution to 
the morphological-formalistic studies has been crucial in the creation of a 
typological atlas of all the pottery forms proven to be of local production 
(Mattioli 2013) not only in Marzabotto but in all of the Po Valley Etruria. 
It is fundamental to clarify that in the “etrusco-padana” production, not all 
the crockery forms conform to the four ceramic classes. In fact, it is clear 
that there was a differentiation in production between functionality and use 
of the vases. It has therefore been possible to understand a precise selective 
intention both by the vase-makers and by the commissioners who must have 
had a very clear idea of the functional necessities of the vases, of the pro-
duction techniques which differentiated them and the role that they played 
within the social group that selected them. There are in fact vases produced 
in all the classes and other products which exist only in the more technically 
refined classes, such as in bucchero and grey clay. 

The production of vases can be divided into two broad categories: those 
intended for daily food consumption and those reserved for the storing and 
preparation of food. The choice of the ceramic class to be used therefore de-
pended both on the daily function of the vases and on the wish to give these 
vases a qualitative value. Fine pottery, for example, in the 5th century BCE, 
became the identifying product of a culture spreading and standardizing its 
forms throughout Padania and moreover involving cultural areas of North-
ern Italy which had commercial interests with the Po Valley Etruria, such as 
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the ancient Veneti (Este, Padua and Altino), Ligurian and Lombard (area of 
Golasecca culture) territories (Mattioli 2011, 119-129).

The choice of making specific vase shapes exclusively in bucchero and 
grey clay represents a more efficient way to bestow greater prestige.

The Po Valley Etruria production is considered widely standardized on a 
massive scale not only within individual contexts such as the city of Kainua, 
but also in all of the Po Valley Etruria for a period lasting over two centuries 
(6th-4th centuries BCE). Within this substantial productive homogeneity, there 
are some evident local traits which make the territory uniform. However, there 
are also distinctive traits which reveal local traditions. Studies integrating 
archaeometry and archaeology have thus provided scientific certainties on the 
technical and technological experience acquired by the vase-makers.

Furthermore, archaeometric analyses have been carried out on samples 
of black glazed pottery, a very well-documented production throughout the 
city of Kainua, with the aim of verifying a local production in imitation of 
Attic products and those of Tyrrhenian Etruscans (Nannetti et al. 2010). 
The results have confirmed the local production (Gaucci 2010), adding a 
further fundamental piece to the city’s productive and cultural aspects. So in 
the Etruscan city there was not only pottery production of a local tradition, 
differentiated by functionality and technology, but also more refined produc-
tion such as the black glazed pottery which deliberately imitated imports.

We have examined a series of artefacts, also in clay, commonly defined 
as “concotti” which must have had different functions (Morandi et al. 1995, 
219-227). Analyses have been carried out on samples of square bricks, other 
samples traceable to wall plaster defined as “incannucciati”, fragments of the 
perforated floor of a kiln and finally vitrified bricks. The aim was to establish 
whether these construction materials had undergone a firing process and, if so, 
at what temperatures. The results have established that the samples of bricks, 
“incannucciati” and the structural furnace elements, excluding the perforated 
floor fragments, reached temperatures between 600°C and 750°C. The vitrified 
bricks exceeded a temperature of 900°C while the samples of perforated floor 
reached and maybe exceeded 800°C. These results have opened interpretative 
issues of notable interest and have led us to review some aspects which were 
previously taken for granted. The bricks and fragments of “incannucciato” 
fired at high temperatures must therefore be considered components of de-
commissioned furnaces, rather than structural elements of the house. 

Finally, mineralogical, micro-textural, chemical and compositional studies  
of metal artefacts and slag remains from metallurgical work have allowed 
us to identify the type of metallurgical activity carried out in the residential 
context (Chiarantini et al. 2010, 439-481). Archaeometric studies have 
been carried out on fragments of moulds, slag and various metal fragments 
found in abundance during the excavations in House 1. The analyses have 
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confirmed that pottery production was certainly the main craft activity carried 
out in House 1, but some of the fragments of slag and many metal fragments 
confirm that in the same context there were also activities for the production 
of copper and bronze objects. As in other areas of Marzabotto, among the 
metallurgical materials found in House 1 there are neither waste materials 
traceable to copper reduction processes nor much less remains of combustion 
minerals, evidence which suggests that in this sector of Marzabotto work was 
done using only more or less unrefined metals, whose reduction must have 
been carried out elsewhere, probably near mineral mining areas.

Detailed analysis of these types of materials thus provides a more com-
plete, exhaustive vision of the typology and variety of the production activities 
carried out inside the building.

To continue the scientific research, it would be fundamental and desirable 
to extend the research method used for pottery also to all the other forms 
of production which characterise a wide, complex panorama of production 
activities in the city of Kainua and all of Etruria.

C.M.
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ABSTRACT

Excavations in the Etruscan city of Marzabotto, the ancient Kainua, have brought to 
light a well-developed production structure over time which, especially for the Etruscan world, 
makes Marzabotto an especially favourable, paradigmatic context for the study of this par-
ticular aspect. Thanks to the contributions from the most recent investigations, together with 
the revision of older excavation data, this theme has in recent years benefitted from a series of 
updated considerations. The quality and variety of the data collected permits analyses from 
multiple points of view, not only on an architectural and urban planning level, but also on 
social, economic and political-institutional levels.




